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Abstract
The realization of the Semantic Web is underway with
the development of an arena of services providing similar
properties, capabilities, interfaces, and effects. To pick one
of such similar services that matches the user’s requirements is a difficult task and necessitates the use of an intelligent decision making framework. This paper addresses
precisely this component. We present the design of a Dynamic Web service selection framework that makes use of a
semantic matcher to support matching and composition of
software services. The framework also uses a recommendation system which helps a user to select the best service that
matches his requirements. This recommendation system results in evolution of the framework to dynamically adapt to
users requirements.

1. Introduction
Classical web services suffer from the limitations of the
Web Service Description Language (WSDL). WSDL is not
strong enough to address the semantics of the interface.
A semantic web service [1] however supplies Web service
providers with a core set of markup language constructs for
describing the properties and capabilities of their Web services in an unambiguous, computer-interpretable form. To
add to the advantages of the semantic web services, the proposed dynamic web service selection framework not only
addresses the limitations of a classical web service by extending WSDL and UDDI capability with semantic descriptions of the service [2] but also provides an additional recommendation system to select a service from a set of similar
services.

1.1. Dynamic Web Service Selection Approach
The proposed scheme works as follows:
a) A web service user provides his requirements using a
semantic document. The requirements may vary from description of service and quality of service (QoS) parameters
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like max execution time, average execution time, max response time, average response time etc.
b) The service providers of web services would need to
register their services using service descriptions [3]. These
service descriptions will contain the semantic service profile and QoS parameters like max execution time, average
execution time, max response time, average response time
etc. The service provider would also be required to specify
the location of a WSDL document describing a web service.
c) The semantic matcher will match the user request with
registered service descriptions and provide a list of available
services matching with requirements. This list will be given
to the recommendation system. The recommendation system based on its learning through users’ feedback, orders
the list and presents to the user. Each component of the list,
finally provided to the user, may be a single service or a
composition of registered services.
The user can select a service from this list. After the execution is over, the user may provide a rating to this service
using given metric. This rating indicates user’s satisfaction
level. It is stored in a repository and used as an input to the
recommendation.

2. Related Work
This section describes work that is going on related to
web service selection and compares it with our approach.
Digital Business Ecosystem is a concept for open source
distributed environment that can support spontaneous evolution and composition of software services, components
and applications. It learns user’s needs over time and optimizes itself. They have used an MDA (Model Driven
Architecture) approach. The user requests a service using business models using BML[4][5] (Business Modeling
Language). This request has the functional requirement and
the non functional requirements and agreements, contracts.
This request is compiled into a service specification that includes interface, behavior and semantic of the service. The
user request in form of a service description is given to a
matching block, which gives matching services to an automatic composer for composition. It has some memory

where it stores different models and service descriptions. It
does mutation, replication of these models. This along with
selection provides evolution. Here the evolution means,
when there is a chain of web services; it can dynamically
replace one set of web services with another set of web services. This replacement is done considering the quality of
services.
Our Approach to dynamic web service selection uses
a DAML document to specify the functional and the non
functional requirements, agreements, contracts. It has some
memory where it stores these DAML descriptions of web
services. To describe an interface of a service (technical
description of service i.e input and output parameters to
service, location of service), WSDL document is used. It
matches the DAML description of user requirements with
the DAML description of a web service to find a matching
service. Our framework also supports evolution of a web
service chain. The user feedback of a web service plays
role in a web service composition. So the service with better quality will be considered in a composition and hence
resulting in an evolution.
Evren Sirin and his team have developed a prototype system [6] that can compose the web services deployed on
the internet and provide filtering capabilities where large
number of similar services might be available. They use
a semantic matching algorithm for filtering. Composition
process is user driven. At each step in a composition, it
asks the user to select one of web services that can be used
at this step.
Our approach to web service selection is fully automated. At each step in a composition, we have a set of
services that we can use for the composition; we select a
service or a service composition with most popularity (highest rating). The popularity of a service composition will be
same as of least popular web service in a composition. Our
approach is better because it is fully automated and works
based on user experience of a web service.
The instance composition approach is to generate a composite service plan out of existing services. A composition
path is proposed by Z.M.Mao [7]. This path is a sequence
of operators that computes data and connectors that provide
data transport between operators. The search for possible
operators to construct a sequence is based on the shortest
path algorithm on the graph of operator space. However,
they have considered only two kinds of services - operator and connector with one input and one output parameter.
SWORD uses a rule based expert system to determine if a
plan of composite service can be built using existing services.
Ruoyan Zhang [8] has proposed a web service composition approach which is based on an interface matching. It
uses modified shortest path algorithm to find a composition
with less execution time. Our approach selects a compo-

sition with less execution time as it’s rating will be higher
than other compositions.
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Figure 1. Architecture of the Dynamic Web
Service Selection Framework

Figure 1 shows different components involved in a Dynamic web service selection Framework. The upload component uploads semantic description and WSDL parameters
of a web service. The information from WSDL document
is extracted and stored in UDDI repository. The semantic matcher matches semantic descriptions of services with
user requirements and proposes a list of services matching
with his requirements. The user can execute any of matching services using execution environment. The recommendation component asks the user to rate the executed service,
so it will be used for recommendation purpose.

4. Semantic Matcher
Service providers publish DAML-S [9] descriptions of
services to a Semantic Description Repository. A service
user gives his requirements using DAML-S description.
The semantic matcher finds the match between user requirement and all published service descriptions using a Semantic Matching Algorithm. It along with Recommendation
System gives matching services in an order.
Figure 2 shows the detailed architecture of a Semantic Matcher [10][11][6]. The Ontology Inference Engine
creates a knowledge base from the specified ontology in a
DAML-S description and a request description. Web Service Description parser parses the Web Service Descriptions
to find out different parameters to be matched. The criteria table specifies service attributes to be compared and the
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Figure 2. Architecture of Semantic Matcher

least preferred similarity measures for those attributes. The
similarity measure can be exact, plug-in, subsumption, container, disjoint, part of.
If the two conceptual annotations are syntactically identical, the mapping is called an Exact map. If the second
conceptual annotation specializes the first, the mapping is
called Plug-in. If the first conceptual annotation specializes the second, the mapping is called Subsumption map.
If the first conceptual annotation contains the second, the
mapping is called a Container map and if first conceptual
annotation is part of the second, the mapping is called Part
of map. Otherwise the mapping is called disjoint map.

4.1. Matching Algorithm
This subsection describes the matching algorithm [10]
using following definitions.
Service: A service S is defined as a set of attributes that
defines the service. Let S.A defines a set of attributes of the
service S and S.Ai defines each member of this set. Let S.N
denotes the number of attributes of service S.
Similarity Measure: The Similarity Measure (µ) of two
service attributes is the mapping that measures semantic distance between the conceptual annotations associated
with the service attributes.
µ: A × A −→ {Exact, Plugin, Subsumption, Container,
part of, disjoint}
Where A is set of all attributes.
Similarity Measure Preference: Preference amongst similarity measures is strictly governed by the following strict
order.

Exact  Plug in  Subsumption  Container and
Container  part of  Disjoint
Here a  b means a is preferred over b.
Sufficient Service Match: Let S R be a service that is requested and S A be a service that is advertised. Let S R .A
be the set of attributes to be utilized for matching. It
may include both a service capability (subset of service attributes directly related to its working) as well as quality
attributes(the service attributes other than service capability). Let µi be the desired similarity measure for each service attribute S R .Ai . A sufficient match exists between S R
and S A if the values of attributes satisfy desired similarity
measure.
Formally,
∀i ∃j (S R .Ai = S A .Aj ) ∧ µ(S R .Ai ,S A .Aj ) µi =⇒
SuffMatch(S R,S A ) 1≤i≤S R.N ....(1)
Let the Criteria table be denoted by C. C is a relation consisting of two attributes C.A (service attributes to be compared) and C.µ (least preferred similarity measure for that
attribute). Let C.Ai and C.µi denotes the attribute value and
desired similarity measure in the ith tuple of the relation and
C.N denote total number of tuples in C.
A sufficient match exist between S R and S A if for every
attribute in C.A, there exist an identical attribute of S R and
S A and values of attribute satisfy the desired similarity measure as specified in C.µ.
∀i ∃j,k (C.Ai =S R .Aj =S A .Ak ) ∧ µ(S R .Aj ,S A .Ak )
C.µi =⇒ SuffMatch(S R,S A ) 1≤i≤C.N ..... (2)
The Matching algorithm is implementation of Equation
(2).

5. Recommendation System
The Dynamic Web Service Selection Framework has a
recommendation system, which recommends the best service satisfying the user’s requirements. When a user uses a
web service, it asks user to rate a web service; so that users
can help each other to find a better web service. This is
especially important when there are more than one web services which have same functionality but their quality of service is different. We provide the user, a metric to help him
decide the rating of a web service. It will be a comparison
matrix of runtime behavior of a web service and the user’s
expected QoS parameters like max execution time, average
execution time, max response time, average response time
etc. Web service with better quality of service will get more
rating than other service which offers same functionality but
poor service quality.
The recommendation system uses the item based collaborative filtering approach [12]. As users rate web services,
it is possible to predict how a given user will rate a particular web service. Once it knows prediction of ratings to
each web service satisfying user requirements, it can recommend web services in order of their ratings. This approach
looks at the set of web services the target user has rated and
computes how similar they are to the web service for which
user rating is to be predicted. Once the similar web services
are found, the prediction is computed by taking a weighted
average of the target user’s ratings on these similar web services.
The item based collaborative filtering approach has two
aspects namely similarity computation and prediction generation.

5.1. Similarity Computation
The similarity [12][13] between two web services is
computed by subtracting the average rating of the two web
services. Considering only users who have rated both web
service A and web service B, say that there are 10 such
users, we sum the ratings that A and B got, say 65 and 85.
Clearly B is ranked higher than A by 2 on average. The similarity between web services is computed whenever users
rate a web service. The result of similarity computation is
stored in a similarity matrix.


Pu,i =

(si,j ∗ Ru,j )
(|si,j |)
all similar items, j



all similar items, j

Basically it tries to capture how the active user rates the
similar web services. The weighted sum is scaled by the
sum of the similarity terms to make sure the prediction is
within the predefined range.
If the user has used a similar service, it predicts his likely
satisfaction index for this service/service chain. If no similar service has been used before, it considers the average
rating of all the users for similar services.

5.3. Evolution
The web service recommended by the system can be a
single service or composition of web services. As user ratings of web services changes, the recommendation system
evolves.
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Figure 3. Initial Configuration of Recommendation System

As shown in Figure 3, there is a single user and five
web services A, B, C1, C2, D in the recommendation system. Each of theses services has rating 2. The user request
matches with service chains A, B, C1, D and A, B, C2, D.
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5.2. Prediction Generation
The prediction function [12][13] predicts how a particular user will rate a web service. It computes prediction on
a web service i for a user u by computing the sum of ratings given by the user on the web services similar to i. Each
rating is weighted by the corresponding similarity Si,j between web services i and j.

5
Figure 4. Evolution of Recommendation System
The user selects a service chain A, B, C2, D for execution
and rates this service composition as 5. The rating given

to a service chain is assigned to individual components in
the service chains. When a service chain is considered for
recommendation, the rating of a service chain is same as
lowest rating of components in a chain. So rating of service
chain A, B, C1, D is 2 and the rating of service chain A, B,
C2, D is 5. As shown in Figure 4, when the user gives the
same request, the recommendation system recommends service chain A, B, C2, D as first recommendation and service
chain A, B, C1, D as it’s second recommendation.

6. Conclusion and Future work
This paper proposes a dynamic web service selection
framework which combines a recommendation system with
semantic matching of service requirements. The matching
service can be a single service or composition of registered
services. The recommendation system is based on user
feedback and collaborative filtering techniques. It helps the
user in selecting a web service from a set of similar services.
Our system does not provide facility for generation of
DAML descriptions of a web services. It would be helpful to have this facility. The Model Driven Architecture
(MDA) approach is useful to ease code generation for web
service providers and to specify user requirements. The requirements can be specified using technology independent
models of business concepts and then those can be mapped
to technology dependent service specifications. Similarly
web service providers will specify business models of their
services and then those can be mapped to platform specific
code.
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